RABBI ZIEGLER – PARASHAT KI TEITZEI- 5780, 2020
“LIFE’S DECISIONS –NOT ALWAYS EASY”
This parasha contains one of the most perplexing and dramatic halachot of the TorahThe situation involves a male child between the ages of 13 and 13½ who begins to “act
out” in a very dangerous manner. He steals from his parents; he is gluttonous in his
consumption of meat and wine. The Torah prescribes a very severe punishment. The
parents must bring the child to the Beit Din, who will sentence him to stoning, the most
severe punishments mentioned in the Torah.
The Gemara in Sanhedrin (72a) asks, why was the Torah so harsh with the Ben Sorer
U’moreh for behavior that certainly does not warrant the death penalty?. The Gemara
answers that the Torah realizes what the eventual outcome of such an adolescent will be.
Eventually, he will not be able to sustain his needs and lifestyle financially and he will
resort to rob from people. He will eventually get into an altercation in which he will take
someone’s life. It is therefore better that he be put to death while he is relatively innocent
than letting him come to robbery and eventually murder when he would deserve the death
penalty.
The Gemara adds that according to one opinion –the situation of a Ben Sorer U’moreh
never actually occurred and never could occur. The reason for this is that the legal
conditions necessary to execute such a child are so exacting that it is unlikely and
virtually impossible for them to come to fruition. The Gemara justifies the fact that an
“impossible” event is given so much coverage in the Torah with the principle of
DEROSH VE’KABEIL SECHAR- “expound its lessons and receive reward for that”.
What does that mean to us in practical terms?
Rabbi Abraham Twersky, a practicing psychiatrist, suggested that the Torah is talking
about the anguish of loving parents who are called upon to make that heart breaking
decision. What is in the best interest of their son, the Ben Sorer U’moreh? Should they
deny the true facts about their son’s addiction or face reality and surrender their son to the
Beit Din knowing very well that he will be executed. By doing so, are these parents cruel
and insensitive? What if a child had a malignancy on his leg and the only chance for
survival would require amputation of the leg, the parents who brought that child to the
hospital to have his leg amputated would not be viewed as cruel parents but as merciful
parents. So too, this idea applies to the parents of our parasha, who bring their son to Beit
Din to undergo the punishment for a Ben Sorer U’moreh. This is the only way, under
those circumstances, to save –at least the Olam HaBa –of this child.
Looking beyond our parasha, when a relative or friend of ours is known to us being
addicted to alcohol, to drugs, or to gambling, should we show our love by covering his
issues with excess and perpetuate the problem? Or, should we show our love by
surrendering him to the authorities who can rehabilitate and hopefully cure the problem.

Or perhaps, removing parents from a home environment and placing them in a nursing
facility in not an easy decision that children are called upon to make. Are the children
being cruel or are they showing love by doing what is best for the parents? Life often
presents challenges and hard decisions. Let us hope, that with Gd’s help, we will make
the right decisions.
Shabbat Shalom from Yerushalayim----

Rabbi Aharon Ziegler

QUESTIONS ON PARASHAT KI-TEITZEI:
1 There are 6 events of great significance that we are required to (ZACHOR)
remember always. Two of these appear in our parasha. What are they?
2-There are 3 events that the Torah speaks about, but according to Chazal (Our
Sages) never occurred and never will occur. One of those is in our parasha. Can you
identify the one? Do you know the other 2? (See Sanhedrin 71a)
3-Chametz, that belongs to us, during week of Pesach, is no allowed to be in our
homes. What does the Torah prohibit us from having in our homes all year around
[not referring to idols]
4-What is a PETZU’A DAKA? What are his restrictions?
5- What constitutes a MAMZER?
6- What does the Torah permit us to do to a gentile that we cannot do to a Jew?
7- The Maftir of our parasha is also read on a certain Shabbat of the year. Which
Shabbat?

